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PRESTIGIOUS PROJECT UPDATE!
Landscape Florida was recently retained to renovate, update and enhance one of the
most prestigious properties in Naples! Not only is the Old Collier Golf Club (recently acquired by The Hoffmann Family of Companies) one of the most exclusive golf clubs in
Naples, its is also one of the most beautiful! Our Team provides our landscape design,
renovation & enhancement and management services to all of the Hoffmann Properties
in SWFL and we are proud to have been asked to give this wonderful location a fresh
new look! We have been working hard in conjunction with the great staff at the Club to
make significant changes and improvements! Here are some photos of the site. Check
out our website for more images of our work!

Landscape Florida Superstar!
Kristina Romero, our Client Services & Programs Coordinator,
is known and loved by all our clients! She works hard
everyday to keep our Client Request System running
efficiently and ensuring that the best levels of communication
and information are provided to our clients! Kristina is known
for her thoughtful, helpful and kind approach to working with all
our clients and supporting our team throughout each and
everyday! If you are current Landscape Florida client or
interested in becoming one, please tell Kristina what a great
job she does!

Making Pest Management More Efficient!

Here at Landscape Florida, we are always looking for ways to improve our services and
performance for our valued clients. Here is our new addition to our Pest Management
Team! This ‘ZSpray’ mobile pest rig is a combination sprayer, spreader and stand on
piece of equipment that allows our Technicians to cover more ground, get into smaller
spaces and achieve significantly more treatment time for our client’s landscapes! Look
for this marvelous new machine on our clients properties or become a client and see it
working hard in your landscape!
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We uniform our employees by task so that our clients can
easily see who is performing what type of contracted activity we are providing or who they may want to talk to!

NEW WEB SITE! www.LandscapeFlorida.com

